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TTTTTeacher Informationeacher Informationeacher Informationeacher Informationeacher Information
The Earth and Life Sciences Series is designed to provide teachers of children in the 6 - 9
age range with a set of materials that will give students a more rounded and scientific
understanding of their world and their place in it.

Student activities are directed towards meeting the requirements related to programmes of
study as set down in the UK National Curriculum document. This book, OceansOceansOceansOceansOceans, relates in
particular to sections in the Geography and Science areas at Key Stage 1 and 2 level as
indicated in the programme of study. In addition, the activities in the book enable children to
utilise some cognitive processes which are incorporated in the Scientific Enquiry andScientific Enquiry andScientific Enquiry andScientific Enquiry andScientific Enquiry and
Geographic EnquiryGeographic EnquiryGeographic EnquiryGeographic EnquiryGeographic Enquiry sections of the curriculum as listed below.

Scientific EnquiryScientific EnquiryScientific EnquiryScientific EnquiryScientific Enquiry
Ideas and evidence in scienceIdeas and evidence in scienceIdeas and evidence in scienceIdeas and evidence in scienceIdeas and evidence in science

collects evidence by making observations;
Investigative skillsInvestigative skillsInvestigative skillsInvestigative skillsInvestigative skills

explores using the senses of sight, sounds, hearing, smell, touch and taste and makes and records
observations and measurements;
communicates what happened in a variety of ways, including using ICT;

Considering evidence and evaluatingConsidering evidence and evaluatingConsidering evidence and evaluatingConsidering evidence and evaluatingConsidering evidence and evaluating
makes simple comparisons and identifies simple patterns.

Geographic EnquiryGeographic EnquiryGeographic EnquiryGeographic EnquiryGeographic Enquiry
asks geographical questions;
observes and records;
communicating ideas.

KNOWLEDGEKNOWLEDGEKNOWLEDGEKNOWLEDGEKNOWLEDGE, SKILLS AND UNDERST, SKILLS AND UNDERST, SKILLS AND UNDERST, SKILLS AND UNDERST, SKILLS AND UNDERSTANDINGANDINGANDINGANDINGANDING

GeographyGeographyGeographyGeographyGeography
Geographic enquiry and skillsGeographic enquiry and skillsGeographic enquiry and skillsGeographic enquiry and skillsGeographic enquiry and skills
Students will:

use geographical vocabulary; (KS 1, 2 - 2. a)(KS 1, 2 - 2. a)(KS 1, 2 - 2. a)(KS 1, 2 - 2. a)(KS 1, 2 - 2. a)
demonstrate fieldwork skills, e.g. recording, studying maps, secondary sources of information. (KS 1, 2 - 2. b,(KS 1, 2 - 2. b,(KS 1, 2 - 2. b,(KS 1, 2 - 2. b,(KS 1, 2 - 2. b,
c)c)c)c)c)

Knowledge and understanding of placesKnowledge and understanding of placesKnowledge and understanding of placesKnowledge and understanding of placesKnowledge and understanding of places
Students will:

identify and describe what places are like (in terms of physical features); (KS 1 - 3. a)(KS 1 - 3. a)(KS 1 - 3. a)(KS 1 - 3. a)(KS 1 - 3. a)
recognise how places compare with other places. (KS 1 - 3. d)(KS 1 - 3. d)(KS 1 - 3. d)(KS 1 - 3. d)(KS 1 - 3. d)

Knowledge and understanding of patterns and processesKnowledge and understanding of patterns and processesKnowledge and understanding of patterns and processesKnowledge and understanding of patterns and processesKnowledge and understanding of patterns and processes
Students will:

make observation about features in the environment (e.g. oceans) and recognise changes in physical
features as a result of changing conditions; (KS 1, 2 - 4. a, b)(KS 1, 2 - 4. a, b)(KS 1, 2 - 4. a, b)(KS 1, 2 - 4. a, b)(KS 1, 2 - 4. a, b)
explain why places are like they are. (KS 2 - 4. d)(KS 2 - 4. d)(KS 2 - 4. d)(KS 2 - 4. d)(KS 2 - 4. d)

KnKnKnKnKnowledge and understanding of environmental change and sustainable developmentowledge and understanding of environmental change and sustainable developmentowledge and understanding of environmental change and sustainable developmentowledge and understanding of environmental change and sustainable developmentowledge and understanding of environmental change and sustainable development
Students will:

recognise how and why people seek to manage environments sustainably. (KS 2 - 5. b)(KS 2 - 5. b)(KS 2 - 5. b)(KS 2 - 5. b)(KS 2 - 5. b)

ScienceScienceScienceScienceScience
Life processes and living thingsLife processes and living thingsLife processes and living thingsLife processes and living thingsLife processes and living things
Students will:

understand that living things and the environment need protection; (KS 2 - 5. b)(KS 2 - 5. b)(KS 2 - 5. b)(KS 2 - 5. b)(KS 2 - 5. b)
learn about different plants and animals found in marine habitats. (KS 2 - 5. b)(KS 2 - 5. b)(KS 2 - 5. b)(KS 2 - 5. b)(KS 2 - 5. b)
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Structure of this BookStructure of this BookStructure of this BookStructure of this BookStructure of this Book

Books in this series are divided into two sections - the section which includes the “Using“Using“Using“Using“Using
Information”Information”Information”Information”Information” activity pages and that containing “General Activity”“General Activity”“General Activity”“General Activity”“General Activity” pages.

Both sections include TTTTTeachers’ Noteseachers’ Noteseachers’ Noteseachers’ Noteseachers’ Notes which focus on aspects of subsequent activity pages
such as:

 learning outcomes of the relevant pages;

 materials required to complete the activity page;

 teaching suggestions for each page in the section.

“Using Informa“Using Informa“Using Informa“Using Informa“Using Information” Sectiontion” Sectiontion” Sectiontion” Sectiontion” Section

All student activity pages in this section are preceded by an “Information P“Information P“Information P“Information P“Information Page”age”age”age”age” - a set of notes
that provides background knowledge to the activities presented on the worksheet. It is intended
that these sheets are also photocopied for students and used by them as they attempt the
activity page. It is envisaged that this approach will allow teachers to relate the class Science
program to the Language program, through using these Information Pages as opportunities for
Reading and Viewing activities. They are ideal for these purposes in that they require students to
retell meanings and make simple interpretations for the purposes of completing the
accompanying worksheets.

The text in these pages may be at a slightly more difficult level than that presented on the
worksheets and further assistance is given by defining some key words or phrases. These are
underlined and link to the ExplanationsExplanationsExplanationsExplanationsExplanations section at the base of the page, which contains further
definitive statements and explanations about the text.

It should be noted that not all the information that is required to complete worksheets is
contained in these notes. In fact, children will benefit greatly from introductory discussions and
idea sharing sessions about the worksheet in conjunction with the use of the Information Page.

General Activities SectionGeneral Activities SectionGeneral Activities SectionGeneral Activities SectionGeneral Activities Section

The activity pages in this section (headed ACTIVITY PAGE) utilize traditional print related
reference materials for children to complete the set tasks on the sheets. It would be useful for a
collection of appropriate books and materials to be assembled before commencing the unit so
these can be accessed and used with as little disruption as possible. It is imperative, too, that
these sheets are discussed thoroughly before children are set to work.
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LLLLLesson Notesesson Notesesson Notesesson Notesesson Notes
PPPPPages 7 - 12ages 7 - 12ages 7 - 12ages 7 - 12ages 7 - 12

Content Area(s):Content Area(s):Content Area(s):Content Area(s):Content Area(s):

 science

AAAAAttttttttttainment Tainment Tainment Tainment Tainment Targets:argets:argets:argets:argets:

In this section students will:
 examine the features of the sea bed.
 explore the depth to which humans can descend into the sea.
 explore the depth to which deep sea submersibles can descend.
 interpret diagrams showing the earth’s tidal movement.

MaMaMaMaMaterials Required:terials Required:terials Required:terials Required:terials Required:

 Information Pages
 pencil or pen

TTTTTime:ime:ime:ime:ime:

  approximately 20-35 minutes.

Background InformaBackground InformaBackground InformaBackground InformaBackground Information:tion:tion:tion:tion:

Pages 7/8: The Sea Floor
The sea floor has many of the features of dry land. The longest mountain range and the
tallest mountain are in the Pacific Ocean.

Pages 9/10: The Deep Sea
 The deepest recorded fish was found at 8 370 metres. Fish can swim to these depths
because they have special features which help them withstand the water pressure.
Humans, however, cannot withstand the water pressure. The greatest depth a human
has descended to in a free dive is 127 metres.

Pages 11/12: Tides
  Tides are the slow steady rise and fall of the sea that happens daily. Every place on
earth that is on the coast has two high tides. One is when the moon is directly overhead
and the pull of gravity causes the water to rise. The other is when the location is on the
opposite side of the moon and the gravity then acts to pull the land towards the moon
which causes a high tide on the other side of the world. High tide and low tide happen
twice every 24 hours because this is earth’s rotation time.
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Name: ............................Name: ............................Name: ............................Name: ............................Name: ............................ Using InformaUsing InformaUsing InformaUsing InformaUsing Informationtiontiontiontion

Information Page: The Sea FloorInformation Page: The Sea FloorInformation Page: The Sea FloorInformation Page: The Sea FloorInformation Page: The Sea Floor

71% of the earth’s surface is covered by oceans. Underneath the water, the sea
floor is just like dry land. It has tall mountains, deep valleys, flat plains, and
underwater volcanoes.

There are earthquakes in the ocean. These happen when the earth’s plates, which
make up the surface of the earth, move across each other or crash together.
Earthquakes in the sea can cause tsunamis.

The earth’s tallest mountain, longest mountain range, and deepest canyon are all
under the ocean.

The Mariana Trench in the Pacific Ocean is the deepest point in the ocean. It is
11,700 metres deep.

The longest mountain range in the world is also in the Pacific Ocean. The tops of
some of the mountains stick up out of the water making islands. Even though
Mount Everest is the tallest mountain on land, Mauna Kea, a mountain in the sea
near Hawaii, is taller. However, most of Mauna Kea is under the sea.

The shores around the earth’s seas are shaped by water. In some areas, coastlines
are eroded, in others the sea leaves pebbles and sand to build them up.

ExplanaExplanaExplanaExplanaExplanationstionstionstionstions

Coastlines are eroded:Coastlines are eroded:Coastlines are eroded:Coastlines are eroded:Coastlines are eroded: The action of the waves crashing on the coast slowly wears
away rocks and soil to make things like cliffs, caves, and natural bridges.

TTTTTsunamis:sunamis:sunamis:sunamis:sunamis:     A tsunami is a huge wave that can cause a lot of damage if it hits land.

Underwater volcanoes:Underwater volcanoes:Underwater volcanoes:Underwater volcanoes:Underwater volcanoes: Underwater volcanoes can erupt. Sometimes an eruption
can cause a volcanic island to form.

Earth’s surface: Earth’s surface: Earth’s surface: Earth’s surface: Earth’s surface: A lot of land that is covered by ocean now used to be dry land.
This explains why the sea bed has the same features as dry land.
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Using InformaUsing InformaUsing InformaUsing InformaUsing InformationtiontiontiontionName: ............................Name: ............................Name: ............................Name: ............................Name: ............................

The Sea FloorThe Sea FloorThe Sea FloorThe Sea FloorThe Sea Floor
Use the Information PUse the Information PUse the Information PUse the Information PUse the Information Page on The Sea Floor to help you complete this page.age on The Sea Floor to help you complete this page.age on The Sea Floor to help you complete this page.age on The Sea Floor to help you complete this page.age on The Sea Floor to help you complete this page.

 Read all about the sea floor and answer the questions below.

1. What are some features of the sea bed that are the same as dry land?

...................................................................................................................

...................................................................................................................

Colour the area that shows the sea floor below.

2. Why do you think the sea bed is similar to dry land?

.................................................................................................

.................................................................................................

3. What is a tsunami? ...............................................................

What causes a tsunami? ..........................................................

.................................................................................................

.................................................................................................

4. What is the deepest point of the world’s oceans known as?

...................................................................................................................

5. What ocean is the longest mountain range in?.......................................

6. What is the tallest mountain on land? .....................................................

7. What is the tallest mountain in the ocean and where is it located?

...................................................................................................................
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Name: ............................Name: ............................Name: ............................Name: ............................Name: ............................ Using InformaUsing InformaUsing InformaUsing InformaUsing Informationtiontiontiontion

oxygen tanksoxygen tanksoxygen tanksoxygen tanksoxygen tanks

diving maskdiving maskdiving maskdiving maskdiving maskflippersflippersflippersflippersflippers

Information Page: The Deep SeaInformation Page: The Deep SeaInformation Page: The Deep SeaInformation Page: The Deep SeaInformation Page: The Deep Sea

The deep sea is a very unfriendly place for humans because it is so cold and dark.
The deepest a person has dived to is 127 metres. Scuba divers, who use special
equipment, can go deeper.

To explore the really deep sea, scientists use small submarines.

Some sea animals can go very deep and have special body parts which help them
live in the cold, deep water. Many look like monsters but some of them are tiny.
Many deep sea fish are black, red, or silvery. This is so they can’t be seen by their
predators. Black blends in against the dark, deep waters, silver reflects any light,
and red looks black in deep water.

The grenadier is a fish that lives at the bottom of the sea. It swims along the bottom
of the sea bed with its big mouth open. It eats live fish as well as the carcasses of
sea animals that have sunk to the bottom of the sea. The grenadier has very big
eyes because there is very little light to see with at the bottom of the sea.

Deep sea anglers have a light on the top of their heads that glows in the dark. They
use the light to try and catch smaller fish for food.

A fish called a flashlight fish makes its own light by glowing in the dark.

The viperfish is one of the meanest fish in the deep sea. The viperfish has
hundreds of tiny light organs in its mouth that it uses to attract its prey.

ExplanaExplanaExplanaExplanaExplanationstionstionstionstions

Carcass:Carcass:Carcass:Carcass:Carcass: A carcass is a dead body.

Small submarines:Small submarines:Small submarines:Small submarines:Small submarines: Small submarines that are used to explore the deep sea are
called deep sea submersibles.

Special equipment:Special equipment:Special equipment:Special equipment:Special equipment: The special equipment that scuba divers use to help them
swim, breathe, and see underwater.

Scuba:Scuba:Scuba:Scuba:Scuba: SCUBA stands for Self-Contained Underwater Breathing Apparatus. Using
scuba gear means that people can breathe air from the oxygen tanks while they
are underwater.
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Using InformaUsing InformaUsing InformaUsing InformaUsing InformationtiontiontiontionName: ............................Name: ............................Name: ............................Name: ............................Name: ............................

The Deep SeaThe Deep SeaThe Deep SeaThe Deep SeaThe Deep Sea
Use the Information PUse the Information PUse the Information PUse the Information PUse the Information Page on The Deep Sea to help you complete this page.age on The Deep Sea to help you complete this page.age on The Deep Sea to help you complete this page.age on The Deep Sea to help you complete this page.age on The Deep Sea to help you complete this page.

1. Why can’t humans swim in the deep sea? ....................

.......................................................................................

.......................................................................................

2.What are the small submarines that explore the deep
sea called?

.......................................................................................

3.Describe the special features these fish have so that
they can live in the deep sea.

grenadier fish: ..................................................................

..........................................................................................

...................................................................................................................

deep sea anglers: ..........................................

........................................................................

........................................................................

...................................................................................................................

flashlight fish: ............................................................................................

...................................................................................................................

...................................................................................................................

viperfish: .........................................................

........................................................................

........................................................................

........................................................................
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